CCMS-PRO

STAND ALONE
“Choke Control Monitoring System”
With integrated Liquid Seal Monitor & SPM and stroke counters

CCMS-PRO screens integrated in DRILL-PRO
Dedicated drilling, mud, choke control data
always visible. No searching for the right
screens in critical well situations

CCMS-PRO “Choke Control Monitoring System”
CCMS-PRO “Choke Control Monitoring System” is a tried and proven system. In use on all rig
types, from the high spec drillship to truck mounted land rigs the system is rugged and simple to
operate, yet has the power and flexibility to be extended to handle all situations.
CCMS-PRO has Choke, Kill and Standpipe pressure data combined with an integrated Liquid
Seal Monitor and SPM and stroke counter system. This in combination with very accurate
and automatically scalable gauges with the trend and alarming module, all small changes can be
notified in a split second.
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Exd PLC enclosure
(Choke control panel / Drillfloor)
Siemens S7-300 PLC consisting of:
- CPU with onboard Profibus DP portethernet module
- 1 e.a. 8 chan cur/volt input card
- 1 e.a. 8 chan dig in/output card
- 1 e.a. Calibration software
Calibration module incl. in software
- 1 e.a. Power supply
- Barriers
- 1 GB switch

Choke Control Panel PC/Display
A 19” Intrinsically Safe colour TFT display, controlled by
a stainless steel industrial trackball or touch, gives a
clear, crisp display even in bright sunlight. The unit is
fully certified for use in a hazardous area.
operating system: WIN 7 32-bit, or optional WIN XP
Standardized Components
By using standard PLCs the rig electrician will be familiar with the basic architecture of the system. Bohr’s
support staff are there to advise on calibrations, optimization, performance or troubleshooting.

We offer superior instrumentation services for our clients worldwide,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Features:
- Accurate and scalable gauges
- Easy High limit settings on: Kill, SPP, Choke and Total Strokes
- “Analogue” gauge data in combination with numerical and trend information
- Integrated SPM and counters (No separate pumpstroke counter needed)
- Reset separate stroke counters
- Every second data storage

Advantages
- Trend data combined with numerical data
- Integrated SPM and stroke counters
- Integrated Liquid Seal Monitor
- Data storage and replay of historical data
- No yearly calibration of analogue gauges
- System easy to extend
- Screen layouts easy configurable

CCMS-PRO
Specifications: Power: 90/240VAC Analog/Digital-Expandable
Certification: All sensors, panel PC, Exd enclosure are Atex Certified for use in a hazardous area

CCMS-PRO : Software

CCMS-PRO screen with CHOKE gauge

CCMS-PRO screen with Kill gauge

